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Abstract
This article draws upon two separate studies on policing in Sweden, both investigating “ethnic diversity” as a discourse
and a practice in the performance of policing functions: one interview study with minority police officers from a county
police authority and one ethnographic study of private security officers. To examine how “diversity policing” and the
“policing of diversity” are performed by policing actors, their strategic reliance on an ethnically diverse workforce is
examined. The official discourse in both contexts stressed “diversity policing” as a valuable resource for the effective
execution of policing tasks and the legitimation of policing functions. There was, however, also another, more unofficial
discourse on ethnicity that heavily influenced the policing agents’ day-to-day work. The resulting practice of “policing
diversity” involved situated activities on the ground through which “foreign elements” in the population were policed
using ethnicized stereotypes. Diversity in the policing workforce promoted the practice of ethnic matching, which, ironically, in turn perpetuated stereotypical thinking about Swedish “others”. A conceptual framework is developed for understanding the policing strategies involved and the disjuncture found between the widely accepted rationalities for recruiting an ethnically diverse workforce and the realities for that workforce’s effective deployment at the street level.
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1. Introduction
Drawing on two separate studies on policing in Sweden, this article examines how “ethnic diversity” is
used by two different kinds of policing actors in the
performance of their policing functions, as both a discourse and a practical strategy influencing the daily
work of public police officers and private security providers. We look at the discourses on diversity among
policing agents as something providing the norms regulating their thinking, interpreting, understanding, and
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acting in society (de los Reyes, 2000). More specifically,
what we explore are the phenomena of diversity policing and, especially, policing diversity among Swedish
policing agents as two increasingly important instances
of “doing ethnicity”.
The term ‘diversity policing’ refers to the efforts by
both the police and security service operators to recruit
and retain a heterogenouos, or ethnically diverse,
workforce. One underlying rationale in these efforts in
Sweden has been the need to better mirror the heterogeneity of the country’s general population. This has
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been seen as necessary for the policing agents’ ability
to legitimate their actions, activities, and purposes,
provide higher-quality services, and perform their policing tasks more effectively.
The phenomenon of ‘policing diversity’ refers to the
utilization of an ethnically diverse workforce to facilitate police and private security officers’ concrete everyday work in an ethnically diverse public. Previous research has shown how police work (Bowling & Phillips,
2007; Rowe, 2002; Young, 1994), the “police gaze”
(Finstad, 2000), and the work and “gaze” of private security providers (Gabbidon, 2003; Hutchinson &
O’Connor, 2005; McCahill, 2002) all entail the practice
of policing stereotypes (Holmberg, 2003). In it, the attention of policing agents is directed at individuals perceived as standing out from the crowd, resulting in, for
instance, those of a certain skin colour, or those driving
a certain type of vehicle, becoming targeted more often or more readily than others. Such discriminatory
profiling by policing agents typically affects young men
from minority backgrounds (e.g., Antonopoulos, 2003;
Kempa & Singh, 2008; O’Dougherty, 2006; Sollund,
2006; Wakefield, 2003). In the Swedish context, one
has witnessed the ethnicized stereotyping of the construct “foreigner” and the application of the term to
set apart those perceived as belonging to ethnic minorities. As will be shown, the study participants not only
policed stereotypes, but also themselves made use of
ethnicized stereotypes when performing work tasks,
policing through stereotypes. In this actual, concrete
policing work, however, ‘ethnicity’ as a notion was
transformed, becoming a question of skin colour, general appearance, and language proficiency, with the
new conceptualization then put to use to aid one’s
work in interactions with the public.
In looking at the situated activities that the practice
of policing diversity involved on the ground—the policing of “foreign” elements in the population through the
use of ethnicized stereotypes—the main questions
guiding our investigation were: Why, how, and with
what consequences is the strategy of policing through
stereotypes made use of by public and private policing
agents? What kind of overall impact is the emergence
of the practice of diversity policing and policing diversity likely to have from the perspective of societal inclusion and exclusion? In pursuing some answers to these
questions below, our objective is to contribute to an
improved conceptual understanding of, on the one
hand, these policing strategies as such and, on the other hand, the disjuncture prevailing between the widely
accepted rationalities for diversity recruiting in Sweden
and the realities for the effective deployment of an
ethnically diverse workforce on the ground in its interactions with the public. In doing so, we focus on features and characteristics that are common to the policing efforts of both the public police and private security
providers rather than on what separates them. In a
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modern multi-ethnic society, this focus usefully narrows down on discourses on ethnic diversity among
policing agents and the question of how the norms that
these discourses provide for the policing agents’ thinking and interpreting in concrete work situations are
translated into situated activities resorted to on the
ground.
2. Policing through Stereotypes: Towards an Analysis
of Policing in a Multi-Ethnic Society
For the purposes of this article, we define ‘policing’ as
the exercise of a particular form of social control encompassing purposeful activities to maintain security
within a given social order (cf. Button, 2002; Crawford,
2008; Loader, 2000). The distinction made in the literature between private and public policing, where the
former stands for the policing activities of private security companies and the latter for the activities of the
public police authority, has been criticized as an overly
simplified dichotomy not particularly useful for analytical purposes (Bayley & Shearing, 2001; Crawford & Lister, 2006; Hutchinson & O’Connor, 2005; Kempa et al.,
1999; Rigakos, 2002; Stenning, 2009; Williams, 2008).
In this article, we adopt this criticism as a point of departure in our effort to focus more on general commonalities between different modes of policing, regardless of the type of organization (public or private),
power, and authority and the kind of regulatory
framework involved. In particular, four such commonalities can be identified that, while of interest in themselves, pose specific challenges to both public police
and private security actors engaged in policing work in
modern multi-ethnic socities and thus form the background of our analysis presented in this article.
First of all, the importance of diversity in the workforce has been stressed for both types of policing organizations. In consequence, just as in many places
elsewhere in Europe (see, e.g., Jones & Williams, 2013;
van Ewijk, 2011), the Swedish police authorities have in
recent years introduced various programmes to encourage ethnic minority officers to apply to the police
academies (see, e.g., Gunnmo, 2004; Lander, 2013).
Within the country’s private security industry, individual companies have recently begun to actively promote
diversity in the workforce, as part of a branding strategy to attract both customers and potential employees.
These efforts have parallelled a trend where public entities and institutions in the country are increasingly
contracting private security companies, which thereby
come to more and more perform public functions.
Secondly, despite the efforts invested in promoting
ethnic diversity within the two types of policing organizations in Sweden investigated here, the number of
those foreign-born in the country’s police force and
private security services has not increased in proportion to population changes in society. Currently, no
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more than three per cent of all the police officers and
13 per cent of the private security officers employed in
the country are foreign-born. The proportion of those
in the country’s total population with an ‘ethnic minority background’ has continued to go up, being currently
at 21 per cent (Statistics Sweden, 2012a, 2013). 1 In major urban and metropolitan areas, the difference is significantly larger still: in the metropolitan municipality
where the two studies reported on in this article were
conducted, for example, the share of ethnic minority
residents at the time of the study was 32 per cent. The
two types of policing organizations in Sweden investigated here, in other words, face an increasing need to
have their workforce composition better mirror the increasing ethnic diversity of the population.
Thirdly, the specific mode of policing diversity discussed in this article was mainly made use of in relation
to members of the public encountered in, or otherwise
associated with, the socio-economically and ethnically
segregated suburbs of the city. Among the inhabitants
of these suburbs, the share of those coming from an
ethnic minority background ranged from 55 to 71 per
cent (Statistics Sweden, 2012b). In the municipality,
these suburbs were perceived by the broader public as
being heavily “non-white” (Werner, 2014), “dangerous”, and infested with crime (cf. Hallsworth, 2006;
Sernhede, 2006, 2009). Policing agents, for their part,
commonly viewed them as “resentful environments”
(Hansen Löfstrand, 2013b; cf. Pettersson, 2013). In
such environments, those policing the streets typically
expect, try to avoid, and have to manage being subjected to accusations of discrimination, while at the
same time needing to establish and maintain legitimacy for their actions.
Lastly, what the different policing actors in society
have in common is their orientation towards preventing crime and other illegitimate behaviours through
risk management. This entails focus on the management of individuals and groups perceived as more likely
than others to threaten or disturb the social order and
to commit crime (see Garland, 1996; Johnston, 1999;
Johnston & Shearing, 2003; Loader, 2000). This kind of
policing is premissed on stereotypical generalizations,
in turn based on experience, perception, and beliefs
1

Those with an ‘ethnic minority background’ in the official
Swedish statistics are defined as individuals who were either
themselves born outside of Sweden or have both parents born
abroad (Statistics Sweden, 2012b). According to the Swedish
Police Authority’s own statistics, approximately 6 per cent of
the police officers working in Sweden currently have an ‘ethnic
minority background’ (The Swedish National Police Board,
2014), however, only three per cent of the police officers
working in Sweden are themselves born outside of Sweden.
Among all private security officers working in Sweden 13 per
cent are born abroad. There is, however, no data available on
the share of private security officers with an ‘ethnic minority
background’ currently working in the country.
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regarding risk groups (Feeley & Simon, 1992; Finstad,
2000; Hydén & Lundberg, 2004; Rose, 2000; Zedner,
2003, pp. 166-167).
3. Materials and Methods
The research reported on in this article drew on two
separate studies of policing in Sweden: an interview
study with minority police officers and an ethnographic
study of the work of private security officers. The interviews with the police workers investigated the situation of ethnic minority employees working for a county
police authority (Uhnoo & Peterson, 2011). Interviews
were carried out with 21 current and former employees of the Swedish Police who identified their background as “foreign”, nine of whom were women and
11 men. Seven of the study participants worked for the
police as civilian staff and 13 as uniformed officers. In
addition, one woman participant joined the project at a
later stage. The “foreignness” for them designated anything from having been born outside of Sweden to having been adopted from abroad by Swedish-born parents.
In the ethnographic study on the work of private
security officers, the data was collected through fieldwork, which entailed accompanying security officers
engaged in their daily work. The private security officers were both female and male, and they came from
both ethnically “Swedish” and “non-Swedish” backgrounds. Observations and informal field-based interviews were carried out on 27 different occasions, for
four to 13 contiguous hours each time (most commonly seven). In addition, one formal interview was conducted with the managing director of the security
company in question (Hansen Löfstrand, 2013a,
2013b). The security officers’ were only allowed to use
force in self-defence, and were commonly carrying
nothing more than a baton and handcuffs on duty.
Their work of patrolling frequently entailed interactions with members of the general public encountered
on the sites within their patrol area.
4. Diversity Policing: The Official Discourse
The current public rhetoric and politics in Sweden
stress “difference” and “diversity” in society as something worth striving for: they are held to constitute an
asset especially in a variety of employment-related
contexts (de los Reyes & Martinsson, 2005, p. 9). This
forms an important discursive environment for both
the police authorities and private security service providers in the country. In it, however, diversity is viewed
in essentially ethnic terms and directly linked to qualities such as “foreignness” or “non-Swedishness.” To
recruit a diverse workforce accordingly means recruiting individuals from ethnic backgrounds other than the
native “Swedish” one, based, in particular, on what
seems to be a widespread notion in Sweden of Swe77

dishness, as something reflected in one’s appearance
(see, e.g., Mattson, 2005). According to some research,
being “Swedish” tends today to increasingly imply having a blond hair, blue eyes, and a white skin, rather
than referring to particular customs, clothing, or language (Werner, 2014).
In the Swedish Police Service, diversity policing was
initiated in a top-down fashion, following the introduction of national policies that provided for the implementation and management of diversity in all governmental organizations. Within the police authority, the
terms of the official discourse on diversity were set in a
national policy and action plan, which defined the advantages that diversity was seen to offer as follows:
Diversity shall be an integrated and natural part of
the Swedish Police’s operations and shall contribute
to a more representative, efficient and attractive
organization…Diversity shall provide the Swedish
Police improved prerequisites to solve their tasks.
Interactive differences shall be an asset to the Swedish Police. (The Swedish National Police Board,
2010, p. 3)
Diversity was thus proposed to constitute a resource
that would clearly contribute to the efficiency and effectiveness of the police in carrying out its mandate. In
addition, the symbolic importance of ethnic diversity in
the workforce was stressed at policy level: “The Swedish
Police must clearly show what a democratic society
stands for. This means that we shall…be good role models in the multicultural society” and “representative” as
an organization (The Swedish National Police Board,
2010, p. 3). A more diverse workforce, in other words,
would result in an appearance of greater representativeness and legitimacy (cf. Ward, 2006, p. 69). Nothing,
however, was stated about what the valuable resource
that the incorporation of ethnic-minority officers into
the police force offered consisted of, exactly, or about
how this resource should, or could, be made use of in
the police’s day-to-day work (see also Lander, 2013).
The private security company included in this study,
on the other hand, stated diversity policing to form an
important part of a successful business concept for it: it
was something that would allow the company to deliver better service to its customers—indeed, better than
that of its competitors. Furthermore, both those representing the company’s management and its employees
working on the street talked about the “diversity of
ethnicities” in their company’s workforce as a source of
“pride”. In its promotional material, the company
claimed to value diversity highly, stating that it strove
to serve as “a role model and an inspiration” for other
actors in the country’s private-sector security industry.
As one of its security officers explained it, “the point is
to provide good services, treat the public nicely, and
thus get a good reputation.” This image projected by
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the company was, furthermore, linked to its strategy of
employing security officers from several different ethnic backgrounds representing a variety of nationalitites, “looks”, and mother tongues. In an interview,
the firm’s managing director depicted the company as
a rare example within the industry, as an actor “thinking a bit more broadly” than its competitors in the
country’s private security sector: “We have something
we call the multicultural Sweden, and that’s how we
recruit.” Recruiting an ethnically diverse workforce was
one way for the company to show its conscience, its
corporate social responsibility.
Thus, in both the county police authority and the
private security company in this study, ethnic diversity
in the workforce was deemed important from the point
of view of one’s ability, as a policing actor, to mirror
the ethnical heterogeneity of the general population in
one’s own organization—something that, in turn, was
seen as necessary for one’s ability to claim, achieve,
and maintain legitimacy in the context of a modern
multi-ethnic and democratic society. Just like the public
police, also private security providers need to achieve
and maintain a certain legitimacy in the eyes of the
public (e.g., Hansen Löfstrand, 2013b; Thumala, Goold,
& Loader, 2011). One way of gaining the needed legitimacy is then to appeal to public values generally taken
to stand for something positive in and for the society
(such as a sense of social responsibility and diversity).
Furthermore, both the management-level personnel and
individual security officers working for that company
compared their work to the diversity policy of the police
authority, which may be interpreted as an instance of
“symbolic borrowing”, an attempt to secure legitimacy
by associating oneself with the public police with the
hope of appearing as as competent and respectable as it
(cf. Thumala, Goold, & Loader, 2011, p. 294).
Diversity within the workforce can promote the
goal to build and maintain a certain legitimacy in two
ways: on the one hand, it, in at least potentially increasing fairness and justice in society by promoting
equality and non-discrimination in the treatment of its
members (policing becomes more fair and egalitarian
when minorities police minorities), can have substantive outcomes that appeal to established public values,
while, on the other hand, it may serve as a symbolic
tool that helps to promote a mere appearance of legitimacy (cf. Ward, 2006, p. 69). The notion that diversity
promotes fairness and justice is based on an assumption that policing agents from ethnic minority backgrounds bring unique skills and perspectives to policing
organizations, resources that can help offset their colleagues’ counterproductive biases and tendencies such
as to develop and use ethnic profiles. Irrespective of
any such actual impact that ethnic workforce diversity
might have on the work and situated actions of the policing agents on the street, however, such diversity also
“bolsters the perceived legitimacy” of the organization
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and its purposes and actions (Ward, 2006, p. 70; emphasis added).
According to the public police and private security
officers included in this study, diversity policing, which
here meant mostly diversity recruiting, would result in
both a substantial increase of fairness and justice and
serve a symbolic function in lending the work of the
policing agents the appearance of legitimacy, credibility, and respectability in the eyes of the public. In addition, diversity policing was claimed to contribute to
more effective work and more efficient organizations.
All of these claims, however, are left unsubstantiated
and vague; how diversity policing can supposedly
achieve all this is nowhere explained or even touched
upon. In the section that follows, we therefore examine the concrete ways in which ethnic workforce diversity is drawn upon in actual policing practice in and
through the situated activitites and interactions in
which police and private security officers become involved as part of their day-to-day work, to clarify how,
in the concrete thinking of those performing the policing activities, diversity policing was going to contribute
to more efficient organizations, more effective policing
work, and more (perceived or real) legitimacy for the
policing agents.
5. Policing Diversity: The Unofficial Discourse and the
Practice of Policing through Stereotypes
The alternative discourse on ethnic diversity that could
be seen as available to the police and security officers
in this study, rather more unofficial in nature, depicted
workforce diversity as something strategically desireable and highly useful, motivated by the need, in especial, to facilitate one’s work on the streets and make it
produce better results. A closer look at how ethnic diversity in the workforce was put to work, strategically,
in the actual practice of police and private security officers on the street through organizational and situational deployment of techniques like ethnic matching
reveals that it was, in fact, this alternative, more unofficial discourse that provided the policing agents’
norms for accepted thinking, interpreting, understanding, and indeed acting in the situations they encountered in the course of their everyday work. Depicting
“foreigners” as a category overrepresented among the
“criminals” in the country, it called for policing agents
to incorporate these elements in their workforce composition and that way perform their policing tasks
more effectively and gain better access to the “criminal
environments” in their concern.
The implicit assumption behind practices like ethnic
matching is that those sharing certain “ethnic markers”
such as physical appearance (skin colour, bodily conduct, emotive expressions, etc.) are more closely related and thus understand one another and interact better and more readily than those who differ from one
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another in these respects. All this then makes ethnic
matching appear as a rational choice in policing: police
employees or security staff coming from ethnicminority (“foreign”) backgrounds, the thinking suggests, should then be the ones to police ethnic minorities in the public, producing as they would better outcomes than their ethnically “Swedish” colleagues
attempting the same (cf. Hansen Löfstrand, 2013b;
Wästerfors & Burcar, 2014). Underlying this distinction
between “foreigners” and “Swedes” in the workforce
of the policing agents, just as in the population at large,
is a specific notion of “Swedishness”, one that is linked
to appearance: in it, a “Swedish” appearance is “equated
with being blond and having blue eyes, which involves
a direct and clear link between Swedishness and
whiteness” (Mattson, 2005, p. 150). By extension, dark
skin, hair, and eyes are then taken to signify “foreignness” implying deviation and difference (Mattson,
2005, pp. 151-152).
5.1. Organizational Ethnic Matching
The policing of diversity, or the way in which an ethnically diverse workforce is made use of in the concrete
everyday work of police and private security officers
through the application of techniques like ethnic
matching, can be carried out at both an organizational
and a situational level. By ‘organizational ethnic matching’, we refer to the practice of planning and staffing
entire sections or units of a policing organization or
particular work tasks or assignments in such a way as
to ensure ethnic diversity in the staff dedicated to
these. In the organizations we studied, this was done
to facilitate the strategic use of the “Swedishness” or
“foreignness” of the employees in their actual performance of policing tasks in concrete situated actions
and interactions. Planning and staffing sections and
units as well as individual work tasks or special assignment to ensure ethnic diversity in them is what then enabled—but is distinct from—situational ethnic matching.
Organizational ethnic matching in the county police
authority in this study took a somewhat different form
than in the security company investigated, mainly as a
consequence of differences in the organizational size
and tasks between the two. The mission of the Swedish
Police is a broad one and is not limited to simply reducing crime; it also involves the provision of certain services to the public and the protection of public safety
more broadly. According to the police officers interviewed for this study, for some functions of the country’s overall police service—mainly the border police
(controlling whether those travelling into the country
have valid travel documents and may stay in it, and
looking for wanted persons), the juvenile police (dealing especially with youths), the passport offices, and
covert policing (e.g., the narcotics division)—special efforts had been made to recruit from ethnic minorities
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and staff the services so as to ensure, or at least enable, ethnic matching on the ground. Staff representing
the country’s ethnic minorities were, according to the
interviewed officers, in these sections considered as a
particularly valuable asset since they are considered to
be able to better manage the interactions with them
than their “Swedish” colleagues.
The private security company studied for this article
was smaller than the county police authority, and it
was not divided into different sections or divisions assigned their own kinds of policing tasks, patrolling areas, or types of criminality. The organizational ethnic
matching relied on by the company was rather a strategy used to determine which company employees
were sent out on which kinds of security assignments
and on behalf of which customers. The staffing of each
patrolling assignment was planned thoroughly with the
aim of most effectively managing the reactions and
impressions of the public expected to be encountered
on the street, in order to facilitate the delivery of security services on the ground. These decisions were made
based on what was known about the neighbourhood or
the area in which the work was to be carried out (the
city centre or a suburb), who the purchaser of the services was, what type of event, occasion, or function it
was that was perhaps involved, and what kinds of individuals or groups of people were expected to be encountered on the assignment. If the assignment was at
a hip hop concert in one of the suburbs, for example, it
would be staffed by “dark-skinned security officers”, as
one company employee in charge of planning and
staffing security missions described it (while officers
with a lighter skin colour would be sent to a rock concert in the city centre). This was done to ensure that
the employees to carry out the work on site would not
correspond to the public’s stereotypical image of “the
security officer” as a “big blond guy with an attitude”,
an image seen as tainting the business and hampering
the work of individual officers on the streets. During
particularly turbulent periods in the city’s ethnically
and socio-economically segregated suburbs, the company had also begun to rely on organizational ethnic
matching through what it referred to as “double staffing”, which involved security personnel working in
pairs composed of, as one security officer described it,
“a mixture” of staff, “with one fair-skinned and one
dark-skinned” security officer going on the assignment
together (Hansen Löfstrand, 2013b).
Organizational ethnic matching, or attempts to create favourable work conditions by planning and staffing particular assignments so that they ensured a diversity of appearances and backgrounds among the
officers sent to the street, was also practiced by the
county police authority studied. Units engaged in covert policing selected the personnel for the assignments
based on the nature of the operation in question,
matching the officers to the perceived character and
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type of the area, neighbourhood, place, or social situation involved. Assignments were staffed and planned
so that the personnel to carry them out would not correspond to the stereotypical image of police officers as
distinctly “Swedish-looking” and uniformed. A common
opinion among the interviewed police employees was
that certain of their police’s tasks and assignments required officers looking or appearing as opolisiära
(“non-police-like”) as possible. As one police officer reported during his interview, there was a dark-skinned
co-worker of his who was frequently selected for undercover policing assignments at rave parties “because
he didn’t look like a police officer”; he “was picked because he was so dark.” Police officers with that kind of
“foreign appearance” were assumed to blend in more
readily with the people expected to be encountered at
the scene or location. Some work assignments, such as
surveillance operations preceding planned drug raids
and crackdowns in some of the city’s immigrantdominated suburbs, were seen as being more efficiently carried out when handled by police officers who
were opolisiära in their appearance, such as women officers or officers with “non-Swedish” or generally “foreign” looks.2 Only they, the interviewed police officers
opined, were able to move around relatively freely in
the ethnically and socio-economically segregated urban areas where the operations were carried out, not
having their presence there stand out and become
questioned. For this reason, the officers explained,
they were commonly selected as “the first scouts”, as
those sent out first at the very outset of a surveillance
and sting operation, since “they are the best suited for
this job”.
5.2. Situational Ethnic Matching
Situational ethnic matching, as we use the term in this
article, was used by the policing agents in their particular and concrete interactions on the street. It involved
situated activities and interactions where the police or
security officers for strategic reasons omitted to specifically allude to their identity as policing agents, drawing
on and performing ethnicity to avoid attracting attention to it. Situational ethnic matching was thus attempted using the technique of impression manage2

As this indicates, not only ethnic minority representatives but
also women were seen as highly valuable and useful to the organization. The same held for the private security company in
this study. In this article, however, we limit our consideration
of diversity to the issue of ethnicity. Both public and private policing organizations in Sweden have succeeded in hiring women
better than they have ethnic minorities: 31 per cent of the all
the police officers and 28 per cent of the private security officers working in the country are women, while, as already mentioned, only 3 per cent of all the country’s police officers and
13 per cent of its private security officers are foreign-born (Statistics Sweden, 2012a).
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ment (Goffman, 1959), consisting of a particular performance of ethnicity to help them better manage
their counterparties’ impressions. This entailed drawing on symbolic resourses such as similarity or closeness of appearance (skin colour), mother tongue,
style/bodily conduct, and emotive expressions (cf.
Hansen Löfstrand, 2013a, 2013b). When practicing situational ethnic matching, the policing agents thus not
only policed stereotypes, but also policed through stereotypes: they expressly drew upon and operationalized ethnicized stereotypes. Situational ethnic matching was mainly utilized towards two main ends: either
to control situated actions in direct face-to-face interactions with individuals or groups encountered on assignments, through the use of soft rather than coercive
powers, or to pass as a civilian, which required policing
agents not to wear a uniform.
5.2.1. Policing through Ethnic Stereotypes to Control
Situated Actions
In the county police authority and the private security
company included in this study, situational ethnic
matching in the form of policing through ethnic stereotypes tended to be used in particular socio-economic
contexts: in the socio-economically and ethnically segregated suburbs of the city. An image of “‘threatening
youths’ in the dangerous suburbs” (Sernhede, 2006, p.
102) seems to be imprinted in the consciousness of
many Swedes, stamping also the discursive environment in which both public police officers and security
company operatives move. Drawing on the work of
Waquant (e.g., Waquant, 2007; also Sernhede, 2009),
this image can be seen as a product of processes of territorial stigmatization, denoting a general tendency to
criminalize the socio-economic problems of marginalized populations. (This phenomenon is familiar in Sweden as well: see, e.g., Forkby & Liljeholm Hansson,
2011; Hansen Löfstrand, 2013b; Sernhede, 2006, 2009;
Uhnoo, 2013). Indeed, policing efforts overall have
been observed to have a tendency to grow spatially focused, with policing through ethnic matching becoming
taken up as an option and applied in the case of certain
areas or spaces in the urban landscape only (Fyfe,
1991; Lowman, 1986).
When the police and private security officers studied for this article were asked about why, in their opinion, ethnic diversity of policing staff was worth pursuing, and in exactly which ways they thought it was
beneficial to their work, they almost always referred to
“the dangerous suburbs” in their responses. According
to them, it facilitated their work in those suburbs, by
helping them to avoid accusations of discrimination,
calm down situations, and manage antagonistic and/or
resentful emotions from the public. For all these reasons, they explained, police and security officers with
“non-Swedish looks” were ideal for assignments involvSocial Inclusion, 2014, Volume 2, Issue 3, Pages 75-87

ing, in particular, suburban immigrant youths: they
could make productive use of the perceived social distance between “foreigners” and the controlling bodies
representing the country’s rule-of-law institutions like
the police and private security actors. If, for example,
police officers differed in their appearance and manners from the stereotypical “white” police officers and
were instead perceived of as “fellow foreigners”, the
explanation went, they had an opportunity to connect
with immigrants, and immigrant youth in especial, in a
positive way. One of the police officers in this study described how, when police officers with a “non-Swedish”
appearance like him arrived in the suburbs, they were
more often met with a degree of personal acceptance
and trust, and perhaps even interest, compared to how
it would have been had the officers on assignment been
his ethnically Swedish-looking collegues.
The interviewed police officers from minority backgrounds, however, also described a pressure to live up
to their role as representatives of the Swedish police
before the youngsters they met on the streets. Very often, this had to do with a simultaneous need they felt
to act as a role model for the latter, owing to their
shared social status and ethnic background. Also one of
the security officers in this study pointed out how
“you’re supposed to act as a role model for the suburban kids”. For one thing, this meant encouraging the
young men encountered on duty to think along the
lines of “If he can do it, so can we”, by giving an impression that they both shared some basic experiences
as “immigrants”. Responding to a question about the
exact respects in which he considered himself as representing a role model, this security officer explained
that in the Swedish society in general, being “an immigrant” was associated with criminality and a certain
style of manners (acting like one who “owned the
streets”), and when he, as a security officer coming
himself from an immigrant background, went out into
the suburbs to interact with young men, he became a
role model for these as they believed him to share
their experiences. One public police officer, for his part,
considered that, since suburban youths from minority
backgrounds are often subjected to stop and search,
“many of them really believe the police to have prejudices [against them]”, and that it was therefore important for them to “see foreigners working within the
police department”.
In the interviews with police and security officers,
many examples were brought up of how accusations of
discrimination and racism coming from juveniles in the
suburbs were managed with the help of situational
ethnic matching. One way for police officers to avoid
accusations of discrimination and racism altogether,
and manage such accusations when they nevertheless
did occur, was to make use of situational ethnic matching by performing the role of “the immigrant police”.
More than one interviewed police officer claimed that
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when some among them looked sufficiently “nonSwedish”, it was often enough that these officers simply got out of their patrol car for a situation to calm
down. Sometimes they could also go one step further
and address those gathering on the scene in their native tongue. One security officer, hailing from the former Yugoslavia, told that when being accused, or expecting to soon be accused, of ethnic discrimination, “I
play the ace up my sleeve: I start talking in Bosnian”,
thus appealing to (presumed) similarities between
himself and his audience at the site. This, the security
officer claimed, often took the sting out of the accusations.
Situational ethnic matching—policing through stereotypes—thus appeared to offer a means for public
police and private security officers to increase the
chances that the members of the public otherwise
most likely to show resentful attitudes towards policing
agents will co-operate and view the actions of the policing agents as legitimate; it was, in other words, an effective tool for them with which to manage reputation
and resent. For security officers of ethnic Swedish
origin, while they all agreed that it was “a good idea to
talk to the kids”, it was, in contrast, very often “difficult
to talk to the immigrant youth”, because “all they say
back is ‘You are only talking to us because you think
that we will do something’”. As one of these officers
reported, his co-worker who came from a non-Swedish
ethnic background was met entirely differently in these
situations, becoming addressed as “a brother right
away” and possibly greeted with “Damn, how cool, you
have a baton?” or something similar. His own chances
of succeeding in his work this security officer felt to be
“much bigger when dealing with middle-class brats in
the wealthy suburbs.” The strategy of situational ethnic
matching, as a tool the officers used to gain control
over situated actions by claiming likeness in terms of a
shared “foreignness”, could, however, also sometimes
fail to produce this intended effect (cf. Hansen Löfstrand, 2013a; Uhnoo & Peterson, 2011).
5.2.2. Policing through Ethnic Stereotypes to Pass as a
Civilian
At other times, situational ethnic matching in the form
of policing through stereotypes, or the policing agents’
efforts to draw upon and perform ethnicity by claiming
likeness to their interlocutors in terms of a shared ethnic background, was instead resorted to purposefully
conceal, or at least not deliberately bring to the other
persons’ notice, one’s identity and status as a police or
security officer. In police work, this type of policing was
most commonly practiced in connection with operations falling under covert policing activity: during them,
ethnicity was performed by police officers to produce
the appearance of being a civilian or, at any rate, to
create an as non-police-like impression of oneself as
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possible. According to one interviewed police officer,
those in the departmental workforce who were “foreign” and had “a foreign name and perhaps a foreign
appearance” were the ones best suited for surveillance
and reconnaissance tasks, involving as these often did
engaging in activities in ethnic minority-dominated areas:
And then I’m a bit darker [than my co-workers],
too, which is an advantage when you have to go out
on a scouting mission…The archetypical image of a
policeman working under cover in this country is
that it’s an ethnically Swedish male, aged about 30
to 35—but in me you can at least see some “Eastern” influence, if you wish…So for me it’s easier to
blend in, for example, in the suburbs, and mingle
with people in those types of environments. It
tends to take them a bit longer before they start
suspecting me for being a police officer, if you
compare it to a situation where one of my blondhaired co-workers goes into those places.
In other words, when police officers practiced policing
through stereotypes in covert policing, this was by taking advantage of what they took to be stereotypical notions of themselves as held by the public: that those
exercising control in society, be they police or security
officers, were all ethnically “Swedish”. What was then
concealed or downplayed during covert policing operations was this “Swedishness” of the officer on the
street. In contrast to situations where police and security officers had to actively engage in interaction with
young people in the city’s suburbs, this type of situational ethnic matching did not in the main entail appeals to ethnic “likeness” in direct face-to-face interactions to minimize resistance, confrontation, and the
need for applying coercive control measures. Rather, in
general, it involved actively performing and staging a
“foreign” ethnicity in order to better blend in with certain social environments, without engaging in direct interactions where one’s identity might become questioned. While “foreign” looks were the main resource
or asset police and security officers could draw upon in
these connections, the policing through stereotypes
they practiced to hide their identity as policing agents
also called for an ability to convincingly move around
and act as someone part and parcel of the social environment in which the policing operation was unfolding.
The interviewed minority police officers frequently
brought up the advantage they had over their “Swedish-looking” co-workers in these regards and how effortless and “natural” it was for them to partake in
covert police operations in the city’s ethnically nonSwedish suburbs (see also Loftus, Goold, & Macgiollabhui, 2014). In this same vein, one private security officer coming from an ethnic minority background spoke
about how he, personally, was never afraid of going in82

to the city’s ethnic minority-dominated suburbs and
neighbourhoods wearing plainclothes, while entering
such areas in a security officer’s uniform made the situation altogether different: then one represented the
Swedish rule-of-law institutions and was met accordingly. When working in the ethnic-minority areas and
neighbourhoods, it was beneficial to have a “nonSwedish” background and not wear a uniform, and
thus, when contracted to carry out crime prevention
and safety work in the city’s suburbs, the security company in this study sent its employees out into the
streets wearing a uniform quite different from their
usual one: a T-shirt in bright colors.
A police officer, coming from a Finnish background—but with a “Swedish” appearance (white skin,
blonde hair)—described a situation unfolding in a marketplace in an immigrant-heavy suburb in which he, in
the absence of other alternatives, found himself having
to enact the role of a “Swedish criminal”:
I was about to do some recce over there, like we
usually do in preparation for certain types of operations, and I took a look around me and I was, like,
“Jesus Christ!” Nothing but immigrants out there,
basically…So I thought, “How the fuck”—sorry—
“am I going to solve this situation?” Luckily, it was
warm outside, and I’ve got some tattoos here and
there, so I took off my shirt and walked around out
there having nothing but my shorts on me…It was
the only way for me to be able to do any work out
there. An incredible place.
To be able blend in with his particular social environment, the officer concealed his identity as a policing
agent by removing his shirt to show off his tattooed
upper body, acting in a way that, he expected, would in
that environment attract no one’s attention to what he
took to be his stereotypical “Swedish criminal” appearance. In doing so, he drew on his knowledge of the stereotype that “Swedishness” in a policing context, as a
characteristic of a policing agent, not only implied being white-skinned and blond-haired, but also meant
acting and behaving in the manner of a good and respectable, law-abiding citizen of the country.
A comparable situation was described by one of the
interviewed security officers coming from an ethnicminority background. One night, when busy driving
from one site to another, he suddenly had to respond
to a burglary alarm. Arriving at the scene and preparing
to board up the broken window he found in a building
there, a few men—“Serbs,” according to the officer—
showed up and started yelling, “There he is, the bastard; get him!” Realizing he was in danger, the security
officer, to borrow his own words, “enacted the crazy
Yugoslavian”, or, as he phrased it on another occasion,
“went for the crazy-Yugoslav style”. In this case, this
meant talking loudly (in Serbo-Croatian) and behaving
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“cockily”, using the body language and gestures of
someone who “owned the streets”, was at home in the
neighbourhood, and demanded respect. The security
officer yelled back to the men, “What the fuck do you
want!”, causing them to eventually back off, startled by
his attitude. This, the security officer concluded, was
because they realized that “Hey, he’s one of us”. He
then went on to elaborate that, in doing so, his addressees assumed that he, too, was a fellow immigrant
with brushes with the law at some point in his life:
You yourself don’t have to have been a crook, but,
really, what you do is you take advantage of people’s prejudices. This is where “the crazy-Yugoslav”
thing comes in: it’s an enactment, a performance
that I can use to my advantage; but of course they
don’t know that.
In order to downplay his status as a security officer and
a representative of the Swedish rule-of-law institutions
(clearly visible through his uniform), he enacted a performance as a stereotypical “Yugoslav crook”, a not only ethnicized but also criminalized stereotype. In general, the purpose of this type of situational ethnic
matching was to pass as a civilian person able to move
around in a particular social environment without having one’s presence become subject to questioning. If
one’s presence failed to go unnoticed, when one felt
oneself to probably be in danger, or if one’s cover
risked being blown, additional measures became necessary and were made use of. On such occasions, not
only ethnicized but also criminalized stereotypes were
performed. All in all, these performances of ethnicity,
as strategies of situational ethnic matching, were all
premissed on the reproduction of the stereotypical image of “Swedes” as people who are white, blondehaired, law-abiding, and a little “square” in the behaviour, and of “foreigners” as individuals who are nonwhite, dark-haired, and badly-behaving “crooks”.
6. Diversity Policing and the Policing of Diversity:
Inclusionary Rationale and Exclusionary Practices
Our main objective has been to contribute to an improved conceptual understanding of the strategic use
of ethnicity—or ethnicized stereotypes—in policing.
Two distinct types of discourses and ways of “doing
ethnicity” emerged as characteristic of the Swedish policing organizations studied. These we termed as ‘diversity policing’ and the ‘policing of diversity’.
In the official discourse in Sweden, diversity policing, or the efforts by the police and security service operators to recruit and retain an ethnically diverse workforce, has been presented as an inclusive measure,
with diversity typically framed as indicative of the organization’s sense of social responsibility. This holds for
both the public and private sector policing actors.
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More specifically, the proposal has been that diversity
policing improves the policing actors’ ability to mirror
the ethnic heterogeneity of the population they serve,
seen as critical for the public legitimacy of their purposes and actions in a democratic society.
Within the more unofficial discourse on ethnic diversity, one we have above linked to the strategy of
policing diversity, workplace diversity was understood
to refer to a workforce composition that mirrors the
presence of “foreign elements” in society, with “foreigners” depicted as overrepresented among the
“criminals” in the country. According to the logic of this
second discourse, an ethnically diverse workforce is
strategically necessary for the organization’s operational ability and effectiveness. As our examination indicates, it was this latter, more unofficial discourse that
provided the dominant norms for accepted thinking
among the policing agents in this study, functioning as
a model for them for interpreting, understanding, and
also acting in their concrete work situations.
In discussing these two discourses and policing
practices, we have highlighted the disjuncture that
prevails between the widely accepted rationalities for
diversity recruitment (diversity policing) and the realities for effective deployment of an ethnically diverse
workforce at the street level (policing diversity). Paradoxically, while diversity policing is based on an inclusive rationale, our investigation of the strategic use of
ethnic diversity among policing personnel shows the
resulting policing practices to be exclusionary in their
consequences. The achievement of diversity in hiring,
ironically, facilitates ethnic matching, which in turn
helps to perpetuate stereotypical thinking about Swedish “others”.
Using the term ‘organizational ethnic matching’, we
considered the practice of planning and staffing entire
sections of a policing organization, or particular work
tasks and assignments, in such a way as to ensure ethnic diversity in the staff dedicated to these. Organizational ethnic matching provided the policing actors
studied with a tool enabling the strategic use of “Swedishness” and “foreignness” by their employees when
carrying out their work tasks on the street. To address
the particular kind of interactions involved when public
police and private security officers for strategic purposes avoided calling attention to their status as policing agents, we employed the term ‘situational ethnic
matching’. In these interactions, the policing agents instead thematized and performed ethnicity, claiming
likeness between themselves and their interlocutors in
terms of a shared “foreignness”. Policing through stereotypes in these cases involved drawing on symbolic
resources such as physical appearance (like skin colour,
colour of hair and eyes, and general physical appearance), mother tongue, behavioural style/bodily conduct, and emotive expressions. This strategy relied on
stereotypical images, held by the public and the policSocial Inclusion, 2014, Volume 2, Issue 3, Pages 75-87

ing agents alike, that depicted certain groups in society, namely “foreigners” (those with “dark” or otherwise
“non-Swedish” features), as being particularly crime
prone and residing in specific areas and social environments, in especial the ethnically and socioeconomically segregated major-city suburbs.
In Sweden, the term ‘race’ is only rarely if ever
(publicly) used by those representing the country’s
government and rule-of-law institutions and those taking part in public debates. In its stead, the terminology
of ‘ethnicity’, strongly associated with “foreign immigrant cultures” (Ålund, 1999, p. 107), and ‘culture’ is
heavily favoured. In the discourses on ethnic diversity
within the two policing organizations studied, the
meaning of ‘ethnicity’, however, changed, with the
term coming to be defined as denoting a certain kind
of skin colour, general physical appearance, behaviour,
language use, and language proficiency. This finding is
in line with the tendency, noted in the Swedish context
by Ålund (1999, p. 108), of notions such as ‘ethnicity’
and ‘culture’ to function as a smokescreen, as a means
by which social inequalities, segregation, and instances
of racialization are covered up. As a strategy, policing
through stereotypes by our study participants relied
on, and in turn reproduced, existing patterns of inequalities in society, a society in which being “Swedish”
means being “white” (a blond, well-behaving, and lawabiding good citizen) while being “foreign” means being “dark” (dark-featured, badly behaving, and lawdespising if not outright criminal).
Both the public police and private security officers
included in this study frequently referred to the socioeconomically and ethnically segregated suburbs in
which they operated as high-crime environments that
at least potentially were “dangerous”. This image can
be seen as a product of processes of territorial stigmatization, denoting a general tendency to criminalize the
socio-economic problems of marginalized populations
(e.g., Waquant, 2007; see also Sernhede, 2009). While
ethnic minority groups indeed are overrepresented in
official crime statistics in Sweden, most of this imbalance can, as suggested by previous research, be explained by indicators of socio-economic resources and
neighbourhood segregation during childhood, showing
this overrepresentation to be “in fact to a large extent
economic and social inequality in disguise” (Hällsten,
Szulkin, & Sarnecki, 2013, p. 469).
As a strategy, the practice of policing through stereotypes can thus be said to both rely on and reproduce existing patterns of inequality in society. While
there are practical considerations that limit the range
of possible recommendations that could be made for
policing practice based on this observation (can policing actors be asked to forgo a proven tool for public
safety maintenance in the interest of achieving the
[elusive] goal of stereotype change/eradication? etc.),
it is nevertheless worth reflecting on its implications. A
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question for future research is whether the two discourses on ethnic diversity—diversity policing and policing diversity—run parallel to, and mirror, a racialized
class-based hierarchy within policing organizations.
Although not much research exists as yet even on the
career paths of ethnic minority police officers (see,
e.g., Fielding, 1999), previous studies nevertheless suggest such hierarchies to be at least potentially common
across countries (e.g., Singh & Kempa, 2007; van Ewijk,
2011). Although it seemed evident such hierarchies existed also in the two policing organizations studied for
this article, it was not possible to empirical verify the
accuracy of this impression or the possible existence of
such hierarchies in other policing organizations in Sweden. Future studies should, therefore, be conducted to
examine whether there indeed might be two broad
cultures sustaining their own, different discourses in
policing contexts. To the extent that this may turn out
to be so, it would then also be pertinent to ask whether any official, higher-level discourse stressing the need
to recruit and retain an ethnically diverse workforce
might be promoted and reproduced by superior, “native” (“white”), and well-paid managements, while a
more unofficial, lower-level discourse and its attendant
strategy of policing through stereotypes to control and,
sometimes, survey specific parts of the public (“foreigners”) would then be enacted and reproduced by
subordinate ethnic-minority officers. In such cases,
ethnic-minority officers, through their use of situational ethnic matching, would, paradoxically, themselves
be contributing to exclusionary practices towards
groups already marginalized in society, thereby helping
to perpetuate existing patterns of inequality and subordination. Instead of producing its intended results
(substantive legitimacy acquired through more fair and
just treatment of certain parts of the public), the policing strategy of situational ethnic matching would then
only be able to serve as a means by which to repair and
maintain mere symbolic legitimacy for policing actions
and operations.
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